1. Introduction. This paper continues our study of non-linear multiparameter eigenvalue problems. In recent work [3] , [4], [5] we have discussed bifurcation from eigenvalues in both abstract and concrete multiparameter problems. In this note we present further simple conditions which will ensure bifurcation from eigenvalues of a multiparameter Sturm-Liouville problem. We consider the regular case and the asymptotic case of bifurcation from infinity.
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The system of differential equations in question is 
y r (a r )cos a r + y' r (a r )sin a r = 0, 0 < a r < IT, ( in/3 r = 0, 0</3 r <ir, l < r < k . The function q r is assumed to be real valued and continuous on [a r , b r ], and the functions F rs will take the form F rs (x r , £, t| r ) = a rs (xMr + H rs (x r , £, T, r )£, This implies that the linearized version of (1), namely <j r (x r )y r (x r )+£ A s a rs (x,)y r (x r ) = 0 ( l s r s k ) ,
has a countable infinity of simple eigenvalues X. = (A X ,..., A fc )elR lc . The monograph of Sleeman [7] is a suitable reference for this and other necessary results from linear multiparameter theory.
The eigenvalues \x. of the linear problem (3) can be indexed with multi-indices n = ( n l 5 . . . , n k ), where each n t is a non-negative integer, in such a way that the eigenvalue k \i" has a corresponding decomposable eigenfunction y(x)= f] y r (Xr) with y r having n r nodal zeros in (a r , b r ), l < r < k .
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Given a multi-index n and a sign factor k-tuple <T = (<T 1 , ..., cr k ), where cr r = ±l k (l<r<(c), S(n, a) will denote the set of decomposable functions y(x)= \[ y r (x r ) fa which y r has n r nodal zeros in (a r , b T ) and has the sign of cr r near x r = a r . r=1 We aim to study bifurcation from the simple eigenvalue |JL° along the line X = (i" + (i-l)w, where w^O, welR\ teU. Thus we shall be interested in conditions which guarantee the existence of non-trivial solutions of (1) of the form X.= |*. + (f-l)w, y(x)eS(n, or) with f in a neighbourhood of f = l . We shall confine our attention to directions w for which
The existence of directions w for which this condition is fulfilled is guaranteed by results of Atkinson [l]-see also Binding and Browne [2] . When we use \ = |A n +(f-l)w, equation (1) ) near (£ r , rj r ) = (0, 0). Equation (4) is now of the type considered by Rabinowitz [6, Equation (1.46)] anc we may appeal to Theorem 1.47 and the remark immeditely following that reference tc claim that for each a r = ± 1 the rth equation of (4) has a solution with y r having n r zeros ii (a r , b T ) and having the sign of cr r near x r = a r , and with t in a neighbourhood of t = 1; tha is each member of (4) has ( = 1 as a bifurcation point. It is our task to ensure linkec bifurcation for the entire system (4). We do this by imposing conditions which force th< bifurcation of each member of (4) to require I < 1 , or equivalently ts 1 thereby ruling ou the possibility that for bifurcation one member of (4) requires t < 1 while another require t> 1. To this end we have the following result. Proof. As we mentioned above it is sufficient to show that each member of (4) Note further that the problem y" + q f y r + £ /x"a rs y r + r £ w s a rs y r = 0 has T k '=0 as its kth s = l s = l eigenvalue, and so, when we apply the minimax principle, the above estimate yields t < 1. Our proof here follows the ideas of [6, Lemma 2.1]. The statement of the theorem now follows readily.
Using the same arguments we can establish the following result. H r will denote the subspace of C r consisting of those functions satisfying the Sturr Liouville boundary conditions accompanying (1) for l < r < f c . We also introduce the opi ball in H r B ; = {y6H r |||y|| 1 > r <p}.
Once again we set k= |x n + (r -l)w in equation (1), but instead of using equation (4) 
